Faculty Conversations on the Academic Job Search and Academic Life
2016 marks the 21st annual year in this series for Ph.D. students and postdoctoral fellows, co-sponsored by Career Services and the Vice Provost for Education.

FACULTY SPEAKER PANELS

Preparation for Campus Interviews for Academic Jobs -- Humanities and Social Sciences

- **Dr. Justin McDaniel**, Professor and Chair, Religious Studies, University of Pennsylvania
- **Dr. Jodi Mindell**, Professor, Department of Psychology, Saint Joseph’s University, Associate Director, Sleep Center, The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Adjunct Professor of Pediatrics, University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine
- **Dr. Daniel Singer**, Assistant Professor of Philosophy, University of Pennsylvania
- **Dr. Chi-ming Yang**, Associate Professor of English, University of Pennsylvania

Wednesday, January 20, 5-6:30pm, Houston Hall, Golkin Room 223

Preparation for Campus Interviews for Academic Jobs -- Science, Mathematics and Engineering

- **Dr. Nathaniel Nucci**, Assistant Professor, Department of Physics & Astronomy, Rowan University
- **Dr. Katherine Moore**, Assistant Professor of Psychology, Arcadia University
- **Dr. Rebecca Hubbard**, Associate Professor, Department of Biostatistics and Epidemiology, Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

Wednesday, January 27, 5-6:30pm, Houston Hall, Ben Franklin Room 218

Understanding Tenure when Applying for Jobs and Negotiating Offers

- **Dr. Eve M. Troutt Powell**, Christopher H. Browne Distinguished Professor of History and Africana Studies; Associate Dean of Graduate Studies, Graduate Division, School of Arts and Sciences, University of Pennsylvania

Thursday, February 11, 5-6:30pm, Houston Hall, Golkin Room 223

Exploring Faculty Careers at Teaching-Focused Institutions

- **Dr. Kevin McCarthy**, Assistant Professor of Psychology, Chestnut Hill College
- **Dr. Jodi Schottenfeld-Roames**, Visiting Assistant Professor of Biology, Swarthmore College
- **Dr. Shanyn Fiske**, Associate Professor of English, Rutgers University Camden

Wednesday, March 2, 5-6:30pm, Houston Hall, Golkin Room 223

Talking About Diversity in the Job Search and in Faculty Careers

- **Dr. Eve Higginbotham**, Professor of Ophthalmology and Vice Dean for Diversity and Inclusion, Perelman School of Medicine
- **Dr. Camille Z. Charles**, Professor of Sociology, Africana Studies & Education and Director, Center for Africana Studies

Wednesday, March 16, 5-6:30pm, Houston Hall, Ben Franklin Room 218

Preparing for your First Year as a Faculty Member

- **Dr. Meredith Tamminga**, Assistant Professor of Linguistics, University of Pennsylvania
- **Dr. Erin Schoneveld**, Assistant Professor, Department of East Asian Languages & Cultures, Haverford College
- **Dr. Walter Witschey**, Assistant Professor, Department of Radiology at the Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

Wednesday, April 20, 5-6:30pm, ARCH Building, ARCH 108

Please check the Career Services calendar for doctoral students and postdocs for the latest updates to program information: www.vpul.upenn.edu/careerservices/gradstud/calendar.php
**LUNCHWORKING – video conference speaker events.**

**International Faculty Careers.** All programs will be held in Room 70, McNeil Building, 3718 Locust Walk. (see next page for details)

- Thursday, March 3, 11 am. **Dr. Laurel MacKenzie**, Lecturer in English Linguistics, School of Arts, Languages and Cultures, The University of Manchester, a public research university, Manchester, England UK.

- Thursday, March 10, 1:15 pm. **Dr. Cindy Chan**, Assistant Professor of Marketing, Department of Management, Scarborough, Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto, Scarborough College, campus of public research university, Toronto, ON Canada.

- Wednesday, March 23, 11am. **Dr. Noah Shusterman**, Assistant Professor of History, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, a public research university in Hong Kong China.

**WORKSHOPS**

Thursday, March 3, 12:30-2:00pm, ARCH 108

**Building Effective Communications with your Advisor and Mentors: a Workshop for PhDs of all Disciplines**

Co-sponsored by Career Services, the Graduate Student Center.
Presenter: Marcia Glickman, JD, Senior Case Manager in Penn’s Office of Student Conduct, and the Coordinator of the University’s Mediation Program. This workshop is designed to introduce key tools to help doctoral students have constructive, productive conversations that can lead to mutually beneficial resolutions.

Wednesday, April 13, 4:30-6:30pm, Stiteler B26

**Preparing for the Academic Job Search** -- by Career Services staff.